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A Commentary on

Generative artificial intelligence empowers educational reform: current

status, issues, and prospects

by Yu, H., and Guo, Y. (2023). Front. Educ. 8:1183162. doi: 10.3389/feduc.2023.1183162

The article by Yu and Guo (2023) provides a comprehensive overview of the current

state and potential future of generative AI in education. With the advent of GPT-4o

(OpenAI, 2024), an enhanced generative AI model, there are new opportunities and

challenges for educational reform. This commentary explores the implications of GPT-4o

in the context of the developments and issues highlighted by Yu and Guo, while offering

insights into how these advancements can reshape the educational landscape.

GPT-4o’s advanced functionalities can significantly improve intelligent teaching

systems, homework grading, tutoring systems, and speech interaction systems. The

model’s ability to handle voice interactions and provide real-time feedback enhances the

personalization and responsiveness of educational tools, addressing some limitations of

previous AI systems. For instance, GPT-4o can generate personalized course content

and teaching plans tailored to individual learning styles and progress, creating a more

engaging and effective learning environment. Automated grading systems can provide

accurate and timely feedback, helping students understand their mistakes and learn more

effectively, thus saving time for educators and ensuring consistent, objective assessments.

By analyzing student performance and learning behaviors, GPT-4o can offer personalized

tutoring sessions that adapt to the student’s pace and understanding. Its voice interaction

capabilities allow for more natural and interactive learning experiences, with students

engaging in spoken dialogue with the AI, receiving immediate feedback and support,

particularly beneficial for language learning and developing communication skills.

Despite the promising advancements, several issues remain pertinent with the

generative AI (Kim and Kong, 2023). Its sophisticated algorithms may exacerbate the

issue of opacity, necessitating the development of more transparent and interpretable

AI systems. Enhancements in explainable AI (XAI) techniques could help mitigate these

concerns by making the decision-making processes of GPT-4o more understandable to

educators and students. The complexity of AI models like GPT-4o makes it difficult for

users to understand how certain outputs are generated, potentially hindering trust and

acceptance. Therefore, it is crucial to develop tools that can provide clear explanations for
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AI-generated decisions and recommendations, integrated into

educational platforms to help users understand the rationale behind

AI suggestions and actions.

The vast data requirements for training GPT-4o pose

significant privacy and security risks (Wang et al., 2023,

2024). Robust encryption and data anonymization techniques

are still critical. GPT-4o’s deployment in educational settings

must be accompanied by stringent data protection measures to

safeguard sensitive information. The increasing use of AI in

education involves collecting and analyzing large amounts of

personal data, including sensitive information such as student

identities, academic records, and behavioral patterns. Ensuring

the privacy and security of this data is paramount, requiring

strong encryption methods, secure data storage solutions, and

strict access control policies to protect against data breaches and

unauthorized access.

While GPT-4o offers enhanced personalization capabilities, it

also raises concerns about fairness. The potential for bias in AI-

driven personalized learning tools must be carefully managed.

Developing fair algorithms and ensuring diverse and representative

training datasets are essential to mitigate bias and ensure equitable

educational outcomes. Personalization in education can lead to

unequal learning opportunities if not carefully managed. AI

systems trained on biased data may reinforce existing inequalities,

providing advantages to some students while disadvantaging

others. Continuous monitoring and evaluation of AI systems can

help identify and mitigate biases, ensuring that all students benefit

equally from personalized learning tools.

The reliability of AI applications in education depends

heavily on the quality of training data. GPT-4o’s advanced

capabilities require extensive, high-quality datasets, to ensure

that applications in education are both effective and dependable.

This means having comprehensive datasets that include diverse

student interactions, performance metrics, and learning behaviors.

Ensuring the accuracy and reliability of these datasets through

rigorous data collection and validation processes is critical.

Additionally, ongoing updates and improvements to the AI models

are necessary to maintain their effectiveness and relevance in

dynamic educational environments.

The future development of generative AI in education is

promising. GPT-4o’s capabilities can drive the next generation of

personalized education, providing tailored assessments, learning

content, and teaching routes. By leveraging its advanced natural

language processing and emotional recognition features, GPT-

4o can create more engaging and effective personalized learning

experiences. AI can enhance various aspects of teaching, from

course design and assessment to interaction and monitoring. GPT-

4o’s ability to generate and adapt educational content dynamically

can help educators create more responsive and interactive learning

environments. Real-time monitoring and feedback capabilities

enable teachers to better understand student needs and adjust their

teaching strategies accordingly.

Generative AI can facilitate collaborative education, such as

interdisciplinary teaching, cross-school collaboration, and cross-

cultural education (Ahn et al., 2024). GPT-4o can help create virtual

classrooms and laboratories, enabling students from different

regions and backgrounds to collaborate and learn together. This

can promote a more inclusive and diverse educational experience,

breaking down geographical, and cultural barriers. The creation of

virtual classrooms and laboratories, along with gamified learning

experiences, can provide engaging and effective educational

environments. GPT-4o’s integration with virtual and augmented

reality technologies can enhance immersive learning experiences,

allowing students to explore complex concepts in amore interactive

and intuitive manner.

GPT-4o’s introduction marks a significant step forward in

the application of generative AI in education. As mentioned in

Aguilar et al. (2024), generative AI has to potential to enhance

communication skills and learning. Its advanced features have

the potential to revolutionize personalized learning, intelligent

tutoring, and educational content generation. However, the

issues of opacity, data privacy, fairness, and reliability remain

pertinent. Addressing these challenges through transparent AI

design, robust data protection, fair algorithm development, and

high-quality datasets is crucial for realizing the full potential

of GPT-4o in educational reform. In conclusion, while GPT-

4o offers promising advancements for educational applications,

careful consideration and proactive management of its associated

challenges are essential. By building on the insights, educators and

policymakers can harness the transformative power of GPT-4o to

enhance educational outcomes while mitigating potential risks. The

future of education with GPT-4o looks promising, but it requires a

balanced approach that considers both the opportunities and the

challenges associated with advanced AI technologies (Grammer

and Ahmed, 2023).
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